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Human neuroblastoma cells (red) with fluorescent tags marking protein degradation
(blue). Neuroblastoma is a type of cancer that starts in early forms of nerve cells within
an embryo or fetus.

The body’s primary circadian clock may reside in the brain,
but for America’s 29 million diabetics, a dysfunctional regulator
within the pancreas may be what’s starving them of desperately
needed insulin.
“Our findings provided the first evidence of how this circadian
clock may affect the development of diabetes,” says Joe Bass, medicine,
neurobiology, and physiology, who published the work in Nature.
“The variation we see in insulin secretion in humans and susceptibility
to diabetes is likely related to this clock mechanism, but we still have
a lot to learn.”
At its earliest stages, Bass’s research brought together scientists from
Northwestern, the University of Chicago, and the University of
Illinois at Chicago (UIC) with funding from the Chicago Biomedical
Consortium (CBC).
A CBC catalyst award in 2007 coalesced the team’s efforts to dissect
the role of clock disruption in pancreatic islet cells, and created
interactions among scientists with complementary interests at
neighboring institutions.

continued…
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A grant-making enterprise, the CBC
has seven ongoing programs, which
range from $2,000 exploratory workshops
to multimillion-dollar Leaver awards.
Milan Mrksich, biomedical engineering,
collaborated with Chad Mirkin, chemistry,
and the University of Chicago’s Joel Collier

Joe Bass

Kathryn Stallcup

Richard Morimoto

A CBC catalyst award in 2007 coalesced the team’s efforts to
dissect the role of clock disruption in pancreatic islet cells,
and created interactions among scientists with complementary
interests at neighboring institutions.
“This interaction united minds within
our respective universities, made available
hands-on expertise, and created new
synergies among researchers who were
otherwise focused on different disease
models,” Bass says. “As a result, we were
more competitive in subsequent federal
funding applications both as individual
investigators, and in obtaining support
for inter-institutional diabetes research.”
In fact, for every dollar the CBC has put
into research, seven more have followed.

“Our goal is to identify and fund innovative, potentially high
impact, risky, and meritorious projects,” Stallcup says. “Another
hallmark is the way many of our grants intentionally drive
business to participating core facilities at the CBC universities.”

“The CBC has evolved
into a pretty remarkable
interinstitutional
collaboration, one that
has helped produce
five national centers
of excellence and made
157 awards to almost
300 investigators.”

“That impact is something we’re very proud
of,” says Executive Director Kathryn Stallcup.
“The CBC has evolved into a pretty
remarkable interinstitutional collaboration,
one that has helped produce five national
centers of excellence and made 157 awards to almost
300 investigators.”

A joint enterprise of Northwestern, UIC, and the University
of Chicago, the CBC has operated for the past decade on
$50 million ($5 million per year) from the Searle Funds at
The Chicago Community Trust. That operating budget has
resulted in an additional $350 million in research funding
from other organizations. CBC-funded researchers have
published more than 1,000 articles and CBC funding has helped
contribute an estimated $1.3 billion to the Chicago economy.
The CBC functions under the guidance of the provost at
each university. Each school also has a scientific director.
“The underlying drive behind the consortium goes back to
a deep interest in seeing Chicago as the beneficiary of great
universities and great science,” says Richard Morimoto, molecular
biosciences and the CBC scientific director at Northwestern.
“The late Dan Searle helped mold this vision and the Searle
Funds made it a reality.”

to produce a proposal that received a CBC
Lever Award in 2011. Used to build microor nano-environments for growing cells, the
award has helped Northwestern maintain its
position as a hub for world-class
interdisciplinary nanoscience research.

In an effort to increase the accessibility of
those facilities, a memorandum of
understanding was signed in 2014 by the
provosts at the three CBC schools.
“The open-access initiative benefits the
scientists and the science by removing
a financial disincentive to use a core
facility at a different university,” Stallcup
says. “If you’re a Northwestern investigator
who needs to use the single-cell analysis
facility at UIC, you can pay the same rates
as a UIC investigator.”
At the end of 2014, the CBC bolstered the
agreement by awarding each of the three
universities $1 million to acquire novel,
state-of-the-art scientific instrumentation
for a core.

The grant allowed Northwestern’s Cryo-Electron Microscopy
(CryoEM) facility to purchase a high-end detector for imaging.
The component, a direct-electron detector, will allow previously
impossible, near-atomic resolution of relatively small biological
macromolecules in their native, frozen state.
The University of Chicago used its grant to acquire a
$1.6 million cryo-electron microscope that will operate
in tandem with Northwestern’s facility to establish an
integrated, multi-institutional center of excellence in cryoEM.
“If our faculty are going to make frontier discoveries, they have
to have access to exceptional technology,” Morimoto says. “The
CBC is helping lay the foundation to turn Chicago from a fertile
training environment into a biomedical research destination.”
For more information about the CBC, visit its website:
www.chicagobiomedicalconsortium.org
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The Office for Research has promoted Margaret McDonald and
Fruma Yehiely to assistant and associate vice president, respectively.
As assistant vice president for research, McDonald will
continue to have responsibility for the administration of the
University research centers, as well as financial operations,
information technology, and human resources for the Office
for Research. Research communications — telling the stories
of remarkable Northwestern research — will become an
increased focus for McDonald in this new role.
“It’s exciting to contemplate a future that puts Northwestern
squarely in the midst of the most renowned research institutions
in the world,” says McDonald. “We have experienced incredible
growth in the past decade, driven by the exceptional work of
our faculty, staff, and students.”

Yehiely has been named associate vice president for research,
a role in which she will focus on strategic research development
by leading approaches to advance the Office for Research
Strategic Plan. This includes University-wide proactive activities
that will advance the University’s research competitiveness by
increasing funding awards; expanding domains of excellence;
supporting faculty leadership; strengthening the relationships
with federal funding agencies; anticipating and aligning
with federal priorities; facilitating new regional, national and
international partnerships; and enabling and promoting a culture
of interdisciplinary research across Northwestern. The Office
of Research Development will continue to report to her.
Yehiely received her PhD from the Weizmann Institute of Science,
Israel, and completed her postdoctoral training at the University
of California: San Francisco. She managed basic and translational
research at the University of Illinois at Chicago prior to joining
Northwestern in 2004.
“Our significant growth the past few years has generated unique
momentum and opportunity to advance Northwestern’s research
enterprise,” Yehiely says. “I am excited to partner with both the
research community and administration to continuously assess
where we are, where we should be, and how to get there. These
team efforts will lead to the development of a vibrant strategic
roadmap meant to advance Northwestern’s standing as a top-tier
research and academic institution.”
Photo by Roger Anderson

Photo by Roger Anderson

OR Names McDonald Assistant Vice President for
Research, Yehiely Associate Vice President for Research

McDonald joined the Office for Research in 1999.
Immediately prior, she was associate director of Kellogg’s
Executive Programs. Over her 31 years at Northwestern,
she has been an active member of many University initiatives,
committees, and workgroups. McDonald earned her MBA
from the Kellogg School of Management’s Executive MBA
program and also holds a master’s degree in voice/opera from
the Bienen School of Music.
Both promotions are effective March 1.

Clark Hine Honored For Preserving Women’s Stories
Darlene Clark Hine, African American studies, has been named

a 2015 National Women’s History Month honoree.

Hine was one of nine women recognized by The National Women’s
History Project, which honors those who have woven the experiences
of women — often largely ignored or undocumented — into the
fabric of history.
“If I can impress upon the historical profession how important
it is to talk to and illuminate the lives of people who did not leave

written records, but who also influenced generations of women
all over the globe, then I will feel that my career is worthwhile,”
Hine says.
Last summer Hine traveled to Washington, D.C., where
President Obama presented her with a 2013 National
Humanities Medal for her contributions towards
African-American history.
Click here to read more.
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Yip-Wah Chung Named
to ISEN Leadership Team

Dartmouth’s Randolph
Named Weinberg Dean

The Institute for Sustainability and Energy at Northwestern
(ISEN) has added Yip-Wah Chung, materials science and
engineering, as a faculty co-director.

Adrian Randolph, associate

“The leadership team will benefit from the perspective of
someone who has been so closely aligned with the ISEN student
experience at Northwestern,” says Michael R. Wasielewski, ISEN
executive director.
“It’s been a pleasure working with ISEN, watching its scope
of service broaden from year-to-year, and I’m delighted to
be joining the leadership team,” Chung says.
Chung replaces David Dunand, materials science and engineering,
who has held the position since ISEN’s founding in 2008.
Chung has served on the ISEN Curriculum Committee and has
taught “Introduction to Energy Systems for the 21st Century,”
a popular ISEN course and requirement for the ISEN
undergraduate certificate, since 2010.
Click here to read more.

dean of the Faculty for the
Arts and Humanities at
Dartmouth College, has
been appointed dean of the
Weinberg College of Arts and
Sciences, effective July 1. Mark
Ratner will continue to serve
as Weinberg’s interim dean
through June 30.
“I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to come to
Weinberg at a time when
there is so much excitement
and opportunity,” Randolph
says. “Institutions like
Adrian Randolph
Weinberg produce thinkers
and practitioners whose
creative minds, working within and between disciplines,
have been honed by the challenges of the liberal arts.”
A teacher-scholar, Randolph specializes in medieval and
Renaissance Italy. His scholarship places a special emphasis
on blending visual analysis with other contextual information
— and from fields as varied as science, literature, social history,
and gender studies.
Randolph is widely respected for his intellectual curiosity
and commitment to excellence in faculty recruitment,
hiring, and retention. An art historian and prolific scholar,
he will bring an impressive portfolio of building cross-campus
and interdisciplinary initiatives to Northwestern.

Yip-Wah Chung

Click here to read more.

Faculty Receive Prestigious Sloan Fellowships
Danna Freedman and Toru Shiozaki, both chemistry, have

received 2015 Sloan Research Fellowships from the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.

Freedman, whose research applies the approaches and tools
of synthetic inorganic chemistry to fundamental challenges
in physics, and Shiozaki, who is working to develop novel
electronic structure theories to realize quantitative modeling
of molecules and materials, were among 126 early-career
scientists and scholars to be recognized. The $50,000 fellowship
recipients were chosen from 57 colleges and universities in the
United States and Canada.
Click here to read more.

Toru Shiozaki

Danna Freedman
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Petrovksy-Shtern
Receives National
Jewish Book Award
Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern, history, has

received the Jewish Book Council’s
2014 National Jewish Book Award
in History for his work, The Golden
Age Shtetl: A New History of Jewish
Life in East Europe, a project the
New York Times Book Review
called “[a] moving feat of cultural
reclamation and even, in its way,
an act of quiet heroism.”

Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtern

The annual National Jewish Book Awards
recognize the best books in Jewish
studies. In capturing the honor,
Petrovsky-Shtern joins a list of past
award winners that includes literary
luminaries such as Bernard Malamud
and Elie Wiesel. Petrovsky-Shtern
received the award on March 11 during
the 64th Annual National Jewish Book
Awards ceremony in New York City.
Click here to read more.
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CAMI adds PET/CT
The Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging (CAMI)
has added a positron emission tomography (PET/CT)
scanner to its suite of nuclear visualization tools.
The center became the first facility at Northwestern to
offer nuclear imaging for small animals when single-photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT/CT) was added
last summer. Both the PET/CT and SPECT/CT scanners
offer sub-millimeter resolution with high sensitivity, using
state-of-the-art hardware and software. These preclinical
instruments are smaller versions of those used in the
clinic, allowing researchers at CAMI to translate
preclinical findings directly to patients.
“The addition of these imaging modalities allows CAMI
to provide unparalleled service in translational medicine,
therapeutics, and diagnostics,” says Chad Haney, CAMI
managing director. “The data generated by CAMI’s
nuclear imaging instruments will provide investigators
with quantitative, noninvasive, and longitudinal
measurements that address the technological needs
and enhance the advancements of a wide range of
biomedical research projects ongoing at Northwestern.”
Located in Silverman Hall on the Evanston campus,
CAMI is part of the Chemistry of Life Processes Institute.
Click here to visit the CAMI website.

Building a More Versatile
Frequency Comb
Frequency combs are the rulers of light. By counting a wavelength’s
many oscillations, they measure distance and time with extraordinary
precision and speed.
Since the discovery of optical frequency combs in the 1990s,
many applications in metrology, spectroscopy, and frequency
synthesis have emerged. Similar to the way a grandfather clock’s
pendulum ticks off the seconds before signaling the gears to turn
its hands, frequency combs count oscillations and convert them
into useful electronic signals.
Early frequency combs could only be used for wavelengths shorter
than three microns. Measuring the 3-to-12 micron spectral range
typically requires complex techniques that need external
pumping sources and an array of other optical components.
Research led by Manijeh Razeghi, electrical engineering and
computer science, has overcome this technical hurdle.
The group has demonstrated a room temperature, compact
frequency comb based on a quantum cascade laser with
wide spectral coverage and high power.
Click here to read more.

Left: A mouse with a tumor on its leg is imaged using positron emission
tomography. Right: State-of-the-art, sub-millimeter resolution PET/CT (top)
and SPECT/CT scanners were recently installed at CAMI.
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Northwestern Trustee and alumnus Louis A. Simpson and his
spouse Kimberly K. Querrey have made an additional $92 million
gift to Northwestern in support of the University’s biomedical
research programs.
The latest gift comes just a year after the couple made a
$25 million gift to Northwestern to endow the Louis A. Simpson
and Kimberly K. Querrey Institute for BioNanotechnology
in Medicine (SQI). SQI is conducting some of the world’s
most innovative, interdisciplinary research in applying
nanotechnology to regenerative medicine. These gifts, along
with the couple’s earlier gifts, bring their total contributions
to We Will. The Campaign for Northwestern to $117.8 million.
This represents the largest amount given by a single donor to
the campaign.

Construction will begin
this year on the 12-story
Biomedical Research Center
that will be connected to
the Robert H. Lurie Medical
Research Center. The new
state-of-the-art research
center, comprising
approximately 600,000
square feet, will have nine
laboratory floors. It has been
designed to accommodate
an additional 15 laboratory
floors of vertical expansion
in the future.

In recognition of their generosity, the new biomedical research
center on Northwestern’s Chicago campus will be named the
Louis A. Simpson and Kimberly K. Querrey Biomedical
Research Center.

Click here to read more.

Creative Genius May Be
Driven by Distraction

New Oncology Center Will
Focus on Nanotechnology

The literary great Marcel
Proust wore ear-stoppers
because he was unable to
filter out irrelevant noise
— and lined his bedroom
with cork to attenuate sound.

Charles Darwin

New Northwestern research
suggests why the inability
to shut out competing
sensory information while
focusing on the creative
project at hand might have
been so acute for geniuses
such as Proust, Franz Kafka,
Charles Darwin, Anton
Chekhov, and many others.

The research provides the first physiological evidence that
real-world creativity may be associated with a reduced ability
to filter “irrelevant” sensory information. The research suggests
that some people are more affected by the daily bombardment
of sensory information — or have “leakier” sensory filters.
Click here to read more.

A new $10 million gift from Ronald and JoAnne Willens to
Northwestern University’s International Institute for Nanotechnology
(IIN) will establish an interdisciplinary research center that will
use advances in nanotechnology to develop new cancer treatments.
It will be one of the first centers of its kind in the country.
The Ronald and JoAnne Willens Center for Nano Oncology will
allow Northwestern scientists to develop nanotechnology-based
therapeutics with substantial benefits over existing treatments.
For example, one promise of nanotechnology-based therapeutics
is the ability to target tumor cells in a way that minimizes side
effects for patients.
“The Willens Center promises to profoundly benefit cancer patients
around the world with research leading to new treatments and
cures,” President Morton Schapiro says. “Ron and JoAnne are
passionate about advancing cutting-edge technology that will
result in positive patient outcomes, and we are very grateful for
their generous support of Northwestern.”
In 2011, the couple gave Northwestern a $10 million gift to
advance nanotechnology research. In honor of this gift, the top
three floors of an addition to the Technological Institute, housing
some of the University’s most outstanding nanoscientists and
engineers, were named the Willens Engineering Life Sciences Wing.
Click here to read more.

Rendering b y Perkins + Will

Simpson, Querrey Make Transformative Gift in Support
of Biomedical Research at Northwestern
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Fruit Fly Finding May
Reveal How Brain
Deals With Temperature

Research Team Explores
University’s Oldest Books
It seems many of the University’s oldest printed works were
not listed in the British Library’s English Short Title Catalogue
(ESTC), the premier scholarly database of English-language
books printed before 1801.
With Mellon-based funding in hand, Andrew Keener, an English
literature PhD student, assembled a team of collaborators to
research and catalog Northwestern’s records.
Special Collections staff at Deering Library helped Keener
navigate a list of the University’s nearly 2,700 prospects.
Three English Department undergraduates provided research
assistance, and conservators and faculty, including Keener’s
dissertation advisers, Jeffrey Masten and Susie Phillips, both
English, provided guidance and insight.
Though Northwestern had 188 items listed in the ESTC, Keener
and his team brought an additional 1,231 Northwestern-held
titles into the database.

Innately, we pull our hand away when we touch a hot pan on
the stove, but little is known about how our brain processes
temperature information. Northwestern scientists now have
discovered how a fruit fly’s brain represents temperature —
mapping it neuron by neuron — which has implications for
understanding the much more complex human brain and how
it responds to sensory stimuli.

“Andrew’s work brings Northwestern’s Special Collections in
early printed books to a worldwide audience,” Masten says.
Running until June 21 on the top floor of Deering, an exhibit
now features 43 of Northwestern’s most prized early books,
including a once-waterlogged 1595 Geneva Bible, Ben Jonson’s
First Folio, John Milton’s Paradise Lost and a significant collection
of printed playbooks from 1620-1660.

“The brain is a beautiful machine, and one of the new frontiers
in biology is to understand how it works,” says Marco Gallio,
neurobiology, who led the research. “The fruit fly is a fantastic
model in which to study how the brain controls behavior, and
it can help us understand how sensory circuits work in humans.”

Click here to read more.

Photo by Hannah Bredar

In a study of the species Drosophila melanogaster, Gallio and
his team uncovered a coordinated ensemble of neural responses
to temperature in the fly’s brain. In imaging the fly brain as it
responded to hot or cold environments, the researchers found
that multiple neural pathways carry from the antennae different
types of information about temperature, and the pathways
converge in three key areas in the brain.

The title page of Ben Jonson’s First Folio (1616).

Most neurons respond to either hot or cold, but some trade
accuracy for speed. These neurons are good at alerting the
animal of a sudden temperature change, but they quickly stop
responding and leave the job of reporting how hot or cold it is
to different neurons.
Researchers also learned that a third type of neuron responds
to both hot and cold. As both hot and cold temperatures can
be quite dangerous to the small fruit fly, this cell type may
convey a generic “danger” signal associated with temperature
change, the researchers say.
Click here to read more.
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Medical School’s
Research Day April 2

Imagine Picasso’s blue period without the blue.

“The color blue has a complex and amazing history,” says
Marc Walton, senior scientist for the Northwestern UniversityArt Institute of Chicago Center for Scientific Studies in the
Arts. “Blue emerged from a remote area of Afghanistan in
4500 B.C. Before that time the word we now consider
ubiquitous hadn’t even come into existence.”
The blue of the sky and water is a physical phenomenon
having to do with light scattering, and human beings have
long developed innovative solutions to reproduce this color
effect in material form. Walton’s research has traced the
development of blue pigments throughout history and in
doing so draws a common
thread from the ancient to
contemporary world.
Join Walton at this month’s
Science Café, where he will
be presenting his work. The
event will take place from
6:30 to 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
March 18, at the Firehouse
Grill, 750 Chicago Avenue,
Evanston.

Photo by Sarah Plumridge

As the first engineered pigment in history, the color still can’t be
readily extracted from nature. Even today artisans often rely on
synthetic substitutes.

The 11th Annual Lewis Landsberg Research Day will take place
from 1-5 p.m. on April 2 at the Northwestern University Robert
H. Lurie Medical Research Building and Northwestern Memorial
Hospital’s Feinberg Pavilion.
Research Day is meant to promote faculty and trainee
development through the sharing of exciting research and
conversation with colleagues. Junior faculty are especially
encouraged to participate in the poster session, network,
and exchange ideas with faculty.
There were more than 320 scientific posters at last year’s
event, representing research in nearly every medical school
department. Research Day also provides an opportunity to
learn about research cores and the full spectrum of support
they provide for clinical and basic science research.
Click here to learn more.

Click here to read more.

Computational
Research Day April 14

University Recognized
as ‘Great Workplace’

The second-annual Northwestern Computational Research
Day is being held from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. on April 14 at Norris
University Center in Evanston.

The World at Work Alliance for Work-Life Progress has awarded
Northwestern a Seal of Distinction for workplace strategies that
help faculty, staff, and students achieve quality work-life balance.
“This honor is a ringing endorsement of what many of us already
know about Northwestern: It’s a wonderful place to work,” says
Pamela S. Beemer, vice president of Human Resources. “The
University is committed to providing a world-class education
through innovative teaching and pioneering research, and we are
also proud of our efforts to offer quality work-life programs and
services addressing the diverse needs of our community.”
Click here to read more.

The all-day event is designed to showcase computational research,
as well as strengthen the computational research community.
Highlights of the day include presentations from Northwestern
researchers, guest speakers, lightning talks on computing services,
a poster session, and the data visualization challenge.
The event is hosted by Northwestern University Information
Technology and sponsored in conjunction with the McCormick
School of Engineering and Applied Science, Kellogg School of
Management, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, Feinberg
School of Medicine, Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration and
Research in Astrophysics, Chemistry of Life Processes Institute,
Northwestern University Library, and the Office for Research.
Click here to learn more.
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Honors

Research in the News

David McGill, music performance and former principal bassoonist

Research on social media and diet by Luis A.N. Amaral, chemical
and biological engineering, and Bonnie Spring, preventive medicine,
was featured in numerous publications including Time.

of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra (CSO), has been awarded
the Theodore Thomas Medallion for Distinguished Service from
the CSO.
Chicago Magazine has named three Northwestern faculty as
innovators of top medical wonders. They are Joseph Leventhal,
surgery: transplant surgery; Joseph Moskal, biomedical
engineering; and Andrew Parsa, neurological surgery.
Each researcher is credited with having the potential to
dramatically change medicine and improve or save lives.
Joseph Moskal, biomedical engineering, and Kristian Hammond,

electrical engineering and computer science, have been inducted
into the Chicago Area Entrepreneurship Hall of Fame. Inductees
are recognized for their entrepreneurial achievements and for
making a lasting impact on Chicago’s business landscape.
Lane Relyea, art theory and practice, was one of five academics

awarded the new Humanities Without Walls Global Midwest Grant.
In his debut as both a theatre director and a playwright, David E.
Tolchinsky, radio, television, and film, was named “best director”
at the Riant Theatre’s Strawberry One-Act Festival for his
autobiographical dramatic comedy “Where’s the Rest of Me?”

Faculty Research
Around Campus
Jaime García-Añoveros, anesthesiology, and colleagues have

discovered that the ear’s own novel pain system protects it
from very loud or damaging noise. Read more…

Amyloid — an abnormal protein whose accumulation in the
brain is a hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease — starts accumulating
inside neurons of people as young as 20, a much younger age
than scientists thought, reports a study by Changiz Geula,
Cognitive Neurology and Alzheimer’s Disease Center.
Read more…
A national study led by Lee Jampol, ophthalmology, has shown
the drug Eylea is superior to other existing drugs for improving
the eyesight of people with poor vision due to diabetic macular
edema, a major cause of vision loss from diabetes. Read more…
Michael Jewett, chemical and biological engineering, and his

team have pioneered a new protein production method that is
faster and cheaper than ever before, making synthetic biology
research more accessible for laboratories everywhere.
Read more…
An experimental gene therapy trial led by Jack Kessler,
neurology, has shown promise for treating painful diabetic
neuropathy. Read more…

A study by Navdeep Chandel, medicine: pulmonary,
providing compelling evidence that a combination of
metabolic inhibitors could be an effective lupus therapy,
was featured in Scientific American.
James N. Druckman, political science, co-wrote an article for

the Washington Post about partisan bias and climate change.
Jim Elliott, physical therapy and human movement sciences,

was quoted in an article by US News and World Report about
getting students interested in STEM.
Renee Engeln, psychology, was quoted in the San Francisco

Chronicle in an article on emojis and body image.

Elisa Gordon, Center for Healthcare Studies, wrote an op-ed

for the Huffington Post about the fiscal and fatal realities
surrounding kidney disease.

Jay Gottfried, neurology, was quoted in the New Yorker in an

article on the discriminatory power of the human olfactory system.
Whether infants should be fed peanuts and other foods associated
with allergies is one of the most common questions parents
ask about introducing solid foods to their children, reports
Ruchi Gupta, Center for Healthcare Studies, in the Times of India.
Rachel Riedl, political science, wrote an article for the

Washington Post on limiting presidential power in Africa.
In a study led by Jonathan Silverberg, dermatology, adults with
eczema were shown to have higher health costs and more health
care-related problems than those without the skin condition.
The research was featured in multiple media outlets including
Medical Xpress.
Neil Stone, medicine: cardiology, was quoted in the Wall Street

Journal regarding the latest guidelines from the American
Heart Association and American College of Cardiology
encouraging doctors to counsel patients to change their lifestyle,
but not to take a cholesterol-lowering statin drug unless they
have other risk factors.
A recent article in Pediatrics by Linda Teplin, psychiatry and
behavioral sciences, showing alcohol is more dangerous than
drug dealing or gangs, was featured in the Washington Post.
Fred Turek, neurobiology, was featured on NPR and in Scientific

American in an article in the circadian clocks that exist in
virtually every organ of our bodies.

Research by a team that included Linda Van Horn, preventive
medicine, showing the benefits of eating small, frequent meals,
was featured in the Huffington Post.
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Proposal and Award Report: through January

The dollar volume of awards from federal agencies
reflected a decrease of 29 percent ($37.3 million).
Awards from industrial sponsors are down by 26 percent
($10.7 million). Foundation funding has also decreased
26 percent ($2.8 million). State of Illinois funding is
down 61 percent ($0.2 million).

Notable Award Total $ Comparison - January (FY to date)
140
120
Dollars in Millions

The total amount of award funding received this fiscal
year through January 2015 is $136.5 million, a 28 percent
decrease ($52.9 million) compared with January 2014.
The number of awards to date (820) is 8 percent lower
than last year.
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